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As rising production costs created an atmosphere of increased risk,  
Hollywood studios of the seventies and eighties came to resemble corporate  
conglomerates, churning out formulaic over-marketed genre films to audiences  who 
became accustomed to flimsy plots and sensationalized set-pieces. In 1975,  major 
studios made significant changes to their production and distribution  strategy, 
limiting feature film output as they “cast their fates with a handful of  calculated 
blockbusters” (Cook, p. 680). While the strategy was financially successful and risk 
avoidant, it also fostered a period of limited creativity. High budgets  necessitated 
box office returns, and studios were reluctant to take chances on untested directors 
or unconventional plots. With advertising and marketing budgets often equal to 
production budgets, one box office flop could threaten the livelihood of a studio. 
New markets such as home video and cable television provided further financial 
incentives for studios to focus on developing big-budget hits with mass appeal 
(Hjort, pp. 183-185).  
By the 1980s, studios were increasingly reliant on corporate accountants  and 
attorneys who, lacking creative industry experience, “tended to rely on vehicles  
with proven track records and on films containing graphic sex, violence, or,  
preferably, both combined” (Cook, p. 690). This tendency led to a reliance on  
exploitation genres dedicated to these elements, branching off into obscure  
subgenres to catch the glazed-over eyes of a fickle, seemingly tasteless, ultimately  
captive audience. Critical frustration with this new status quo is evident in Roger  
Ebert’s 1983 lament: “Styles in exploitation films have a way of changing  
overnight. Just when I thought I couldn’t take one single more Dead Teenager  
Movie--one more of those hundreds of movies in which screaming teenagers were  
chased by maniacs and carved up with hatchets--they stopped making them. That’s 
the good news. The bad news is, Dead Teenager Movies have been replaced by  
Horny Teenager Movies” (Ebert, p. 1).  
The “Horny Teenager Movie” or teen sex comedy is a crossover between  
teen film and sex comedy genres. The market for teen and young adult-focused films  
blossomed in the 80s as ‘kidpix’ saturated the market, splintering into two distinct  
subgenres: the thoughtful, introspective, romantic comedies and coming of age  
odysseys of Hughes, Lucas, and Spielberg, and the raunchy, oversexed R comedies  
descendent of National Lampoon’s Animal House (1978) and Porky’s (1981) 
(McDonald, p. 56; McPadden, 2019). While historically written off as thoughtless, 
tasteless, and gratuitous, the  latter subgenre manages to represent the youth of the 
era just as self-reflexively, if  not as introspectively, as the former. Often containing 
elements of the rom-com and  coming of age genres, the teen sex comedy featured 
hapless male protagonists,  often in groups or pairs, seeking out willing (or 
unwilling) female participants on  pubescent sexual escapades. Settings and 
characters were interchangeable as geeks, punks, and frat boys pitted bikini models 
and cheerleaders against girl-next-door  romantic leads in locations ranging from 
educational institutions to beaches,  summer camps, and arcades. When one formula 
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was successful with audiences it  would spawn copycats, splintering off into its own 
mini-genre such as  springbreaksploitation. Formulaic as it may be, the teen sex 
film genre is one built  on a foundation of unique, well-thought-out originators, 
which devolved into unoriginal, yet entertaining, imitators.  
The 1978 film Animal House, for example, was created by Doug Kenney,  
the mastermind behind National Lampoon magazine. The film was based on the  
nostalgic memories of Chris Miller and other National Lampoon contributors and  
was lovingly adapted for the screen by Miller, Kenney, and Harold Ramis 
(Simmons, p. 41). Set at a military college in the 60s, the film’s subversive 
anarchism  spoke to young people fed up with standards of behavior leftover from 
a bygone  generation, becoming the highest-grossing comedy of its time. The 
contrast  between the relatively buttoned-up world of 1962 midwestern academia 
and the  sophomoric ‘gross-out’ images of fraternity life set the tone for the 80s, as  
disgruntled college students are shown drinking beer and ogling sweater girls in 
subsequent college-set, often period, comedies.  
Porky’s, another originator, is based on the high school memories of writer 
director Bob Clark. The film, set in 1950s Florida, revolves around a group of  
sexually frustrated high schoolers who discover a local strip club. Made in Canada  
to obtain government tax benefits, the film struck a chord with audiences and easily  
made more than two hundred million dollars worldwide, inexplicably becoming the  
highest-grossing film to come out of Canada. The production itself, as described by  
a cast member, was a “cavalcade of naked girls… drunkenness, weird guests,  
practical jokes, and internecine fighting… like Fellini’s Satyricon with rum drinks  
and palm trees” (Ganios, p. 26). The film found fans in Arthur Miller, Norman 
Mailer,  and David Mamet. A common criticism of this film, and the teen sex 
comedy genre  as a whole, is that it presents women as sexual objects, lacking 
dimension or  relevance to the story and existing only as visual stimuli. Clark 
defends his film  against this claim, stating that “it’s continually the men who are 
made to be fools,  while the girls are allowed to express their sexuality” (Clark, p. 
10). Subsequent films  in the genre emulate the frequent occurrences of female 
nudity in Porky’s, toplessness becoming a mainstay of the genre whose title became 
synonymous with  T&A and skin (Brown, p. 3).  
The teen sex comedy genre is characterized by frequent portrayals of young  
women as scantily clad and sexually available, nameless objects of the desires of  
the male protagonists. However, the male protagonists are portrayed as witless, un-
charming, and either endlessly naive or meat-headed. Male characters are shown  
nude or near-nude, often in similarly defenseless positions and with equally  
inconsequential characterizations as their female counterparts. The inherent sexual 
inequity lies in the fact that these stories are overwhelmingly told from a male point  
of view, arguably a realistic one given the time period and target demographic, in  
which females, no matter how significant to the story or characters, are seen and  
understood through a lens of adolescent objectification. The genre’s explicit  
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depiction of teenage sexuality was under constant fire from critics, censors, and  
concerned parent groups.  
As young audiences became desensitized to excessive onscreen depictions  
of sex, delinquency, drugs, and alcohol, the comparatively wholesome world of  
John Hughes and the Brat Pack provided a stark contrast to these depraved images.  
Some films, however, were able to toe the line between the two offshoots of the  
teen movie genre.  The Last American Virgin (1983) is the story of a dejected 
teenage pizza  delivery boy who, along with his buddies, embarks on a mission to 
lose his  virginity. Director Boaz Davidson manages to subvert the expectations of 
this  unoriginal premise, juxtaposing outrageous teen antics with real-world 
consequences such as the characters’ realization of the hollow promise represented  
by tired, old hookers and the life-altering reality of teen pregnancy. The film’s 
emotional climax comes when the main character’s best friend impregnates his  
love-interest, a unique take on the traditional high-school love triangle plot device.  
As Gary, the protagonist, drives through the night in his Pepto Bismol pink pizza  
delivery car with tears streaming down his face, the audience is faced with a very  
real indictment of the carefree impunity practiced by the adolescent characters  
they’d grown accustomed to seeing onscreen. The film is a remake of Davidson’s  
1978 Israeli film Eskimo Lemon. It brings a unique perspective to the genre,  
blending the more serious and awkward elements of the coming-of-age genre with  
the raunchy, outrageous set-pieces of the R-rated sex comedy.  
By contrast, Spring Break (1983) is a far less challenging film, providing a  
clear example of the “imitator” vein of the teen sex comedy genre. A textbook  
springbreaksploitation film, the story follows two virginal Iowa teens who find  
themselves double-booked in a Florida resort town hotel with another pair of young  
bachelors. Their new roommates are tan, muscular, charismatic New Yorkers. The  
four band together, revel in the joys of beer chugging and one-night stands, and  
eventually save the hotel from suit-wearing adult antagonists. The film is a  
hedonistic montage of wet T-shirt contests, bikini babes, and drinking  competitions, 
with the Miller beer logo prominently featured in nearly every scene of the film. 
Spring Break provides a glimpse into a media landscape far removed  from our own, 
one where brand sponsorships, expensive set-pieces, and gratuitous  T&A 
constituted a safe bet at the box office, and the worst consequence of a  meaningless 
hook-up is getting lost in a hotel and forgetting the room number.  
The teen sex comedy genre, once the focus of debate and criticism, now  
stands as an often-overlooked part of the history of the teen movie as a whole. This 
legacy can be seen well into the 1990s and 2000s with films like American Pie  
(1999), National Lampoon’s Van Wilder (2001), and Superbad (2008). In an era of  
social change and reckoning with exploitative power dynamics in the entertainment  
industry, raunchy teenage sex comedies seem like a dark stain on the history of mass 
entertainment. In the 80s, they challenged pre-existing standards of acceptability, 
represented a generational shift, and reflected the post-sexual revolution pre-
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National Minimum Drinking Age Act adolescent experience (Carpenter, p. 137). 
Bulletproof confidence in the face of adult challenges  characterized the generation 
who came of age in a time of economic prosperity,  social change, and technological 
advancement. This film genre serves as a  document, for better or worse, of a distinct 
period in time and the accompanying  cultural forces at play.   
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